AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH of clove stems requires the services of a "skilled spice microscopist." The fact is that any careful, conscientious laboratory helper, charwoman or other person of ordinary intelligence and average eyesight, with very little instruction, and certainly without the aid of a microscope, could do the job well.
There is an appendix of some 40 pages containing reprints of articles by other authors, chiefly on the technology of preparing fruit beverages, jellies and mayonnaise and on the labelling of beverages and beverage materials.
Those who believe that the enforcement of the Federal Food and Drugs Act has been constructive in its conception, just in its execution and salutary in its effect, will not agree with the author's statement on page 64.
H. W. REDFIELD
What You Should Know About Health and Disease-By Howard W.
Haggard, M.D., with an introduction by Yandell Henderson. New York: Harper, 1928. 538 pp. Price $5.00.
Since the war we have had a veritable deluge of books pertaining to health, a few of which have been very good, but most of which have been mediocre or even poor. The present volume comes to us in a jacket, for which the author must be at least indirectly responsible, which would lead us to expect a good deal of it, since we are told that it "extends over the whole field of modern medicine" and "makes available to the general reader in one volume the knowledge which modern medical science has accumulated."
It is dedicated to Professor Yandell Henderson, who is thanked for his service in "its delivery." Just what the "delivery" of a book means is hard to say. Professor Henderson writes a rather fulsome introduction, in which, after naming certain classes of readers, he ends by commending the book to the "whole educated public." We believe that the uneducated public is the section of the community which most needs a book on health.
It is interesting to study the different points of view from which books on health are written. The present book leans decidedly to physiology. We believe that no sound hygiene can be taught without at least a fair knowledge of anatomy and physiology. These two subjects are well and adequately treated. The public health side strikes us as being spread in a very thin layer. There are many things to which exception might be taken. Cocksure statements are made on subjects concerning which experts speak carefully. There are a number of misspellings, some of which may be passed by as typographical errors, though we can see little excuse for them even on that ground. Other errors, however, are so often repeated that one cannot blame the printer or a careless proof reader. One also finds terms which are not used in modern books. We cannot see why statistics for 1908 should be quoted when those for 1926 or 1927 are available.
The make-up of the book is excellent and the illustrations are good. To find the complete written law on any one subject in this country, it is usually necessary to consult, as a conservative estimate, not less than 250 volumes. This is because the written law in the United States is scattered in the codes and session laws of 48 states, in those of the several territories, and
